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Dealer TerryTown RV Superstore
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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2022 Keystone RV Bullet 312BHS, Keystone Bullet travel trailer 312BHS
highlights: Queen Bed Bunk Lift Dual Entry Single Slide Rear Exterior Door Outdoor
Kitchen SolidStep Entry Get ready for family fun in this trailer that offers a queen
bed bunk lift in the rear with a kids lounge area below which includes flip chairs.
You will also appreciate being able to load items inside such as bikes or kayaks
for secure travels through the exterior rear door. The slide out offers more floor
space plus a tri-fold sofa and a dream dinette with easily accessible storage
doors under the bench seating, and both of these furnishings provide extra
sleeping space. The well-equipped kitchen offers a single basin stainless steel
sink with stainless steel high rise faucet and Furrion appliances to make hot
meals. And the cook will enjoy using the outdoor kitchen to make a few meals.
The full front bedroom offers a queen bed with dual wardrobes, a laundry chute
and the second entry/exit door. With any Keystone Bullet travel trailer you can
experience ultra-lightweight camping with style! The interior design and
functionality will impress you, and the stunning cabinetry, the vaulted ceilings,
and the built-in laundry chute are just a few of the highlights. Each is built with
Hyper Deck RV flooring that is stronger, lighter and more resilient than traditional
wood laminated flooring, a 51 cu. ft. pass-through storage compartment which
provides 25% more storage space and has a 40" wider door meaning easier
access and more room for supplies, and a docking station, an easily accessible
convenience center with water connections, water heater bypass, KeyTV hookups,
stabilizer jack switches and winterization access. You will also find a Giggy box, a
weather protected, labeled, and fused electric box, plus more Keystone
Exclusives. Start your glamorous and carefree trip today in a Bullet!
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 43003
VIN Number: 4YDTBLP22NT435640
Condition: New
Length: 35
Sleeps: 10
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States
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